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   Iron Wars is a reality show that will feature three of the top metal removers and haulers in the State of Nebraska.

Show Setup:

   It all started with just one company and one big happy family, that did not last long.   Eventually some of the people

went their own way and started new companies that are in direct competition with each other.  It has become family 

versus family and friend versus friend in this high-stakes risky business of metal scrapping and hauling.  It's a high-stakes

business as overloaded trucks can equal heavy fines and dealing with heavy metal is extremely dangerous work.

Crew A

Crew B
   Crew B was formed from Crew A, including Russ's daughter Tasha, and her boyfriend Josh.  Their main employee

is Matt, who is extremely loyal to Josh.  Josh used to work for Russ until he left to start his own business.

Crew C
   Crew C was formed when Zack left Josh's company and formed his own company.  The trio also includes the

sexy Leanna and tough-guy worker Derek.  They are the newest of the three groups.

Meet the Characters

Crew A

Russ the owner. The crazy guy Catfish.
Still is not happy Josh & his He believes one day he will Is in the true sense of the word

daughter Tasha left to be his inherit the kingdom from his father. a “redneck” likes to drink and 

Russ feels he is still not ready. has been to prison.

IRON WARS / OUTLAW IRON©

   Crew A is the largest of the three groups.  This includes Russ, Rutt, Catfish, Dale, Kipp, and Robert.  Most of the  

guys are former felons.  This crew like the others will go to extemes to get the job done.

Rutt is the son of Russ.

direct competion.
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“Normal” guy Robert. Employee Dale
Doesn't take shit from anyone. Handles bidding the jobs. He may not look tough, but he is.

Crew B

Josh the owner. Girlfriend Tasha. Loyal employee Matt.
Former employee of Russ. Daughter of Russ, now with Josh. Will do anything for Josh.

Crew C

Owner Zack. Co-Owner Derek. Manager Leanna.
Former best friend of Josh. Started the company with Zack. The “hot” girl of the three groups.

Former felon Kipp.
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Episodes

01-”The Outlaws”: Introduction and pilot show that will introduce the characters and set
the stage for this new hit reality show.

02-”Shenanigans”: Josh suspects Russ has been tampering with some of his equipment.  The
feud begins.

03-”Poker”: Law enforcement has stepped up patrols on overloading trucks, one company must
pay the price when they are caught.

04-”Quandary”: Each crew faces some major problems as equipment and transportation problems
cause them to have to go to extreme measures to get the jobs done.

05-”Feud”: All the crews had big days and are rushing to get the scales, a major fight breaks out
between the crews and this time it's personal.

06-”Tempest”: It's one of the coldest days in Nebraska of the year, the crews must contend with
below-freezing conditions and blizzard like conditions that nearly shut one crew down.

07-”Conspiracy”: Russ suspects one of his workers may be a spy for one of the other crews. 
Russ takes extreme measures to find out who, and your not going to believe who it is.

08-”Exigency”: Zack deals with injured Matt, while Russ deals with a serious health problem
with one of his employees.

09-”Refuge”: Josh tries to plan for a vacation with Tasha, however they try decide whether
they have time to relax or need to keep on working.

10-”Unification”: Josh and Zach must team up to take on one of their biggest jobs ever, however
can they let past problems between the two go?

11-”Gambit”: (pt1 of 2 season cliffhanger)  Law enforcement has declared war on the outlaws
each group tries to come up with new ways to elude the checkpoints and avoid being fined.

12-”Barricade”: (pt 2 of 2 season cliffhanger) One of the teams is not so lucky, as they are
caught by law enforcement and are heavily fines, which team might face the end of the road?
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